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Reach out to student leaders of our diverse campus community to hold

listening sessions where they propose to us how we can have a more

active role in their organization and how we can advocate for an active

and supportive relationship between them and SGA. Underrepresented

students such as African American, Latinx, undocumented, immigrant (to

simply name a few)deserve to have a space where they can bring their

issues. This space we create should not be one of professionalism or

exclusivity but welcome to any and all students in any form. We must be

accessible. This space will also advocate for critical listening with the goal

of learning from previous mistakes and building relationships with all

students, not just those in proximity to ourselves.

HOLD LISTENING SESSIONS TO BUILD

RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENT BODY

The purpose of holding listening sessions is to create a space where

different voices from around campus can bring forward what’s important

to them. The partnerships formed during these sessions will allow SGA to

play a more active role in student-related issues. Using these sessions and

the following meetings, we can work directly with the students and

organizations who brought these issues to our attention. It will also work to

hold ourselves accountable, we have people relying on us to share their

voices and bring solutions to the table. We will also collaborate with our

committees, such as Student Organizations and Diversity & Inclusion, to

ensure an intersectional solution is enacted to serve ALL the needs brought

forth.

CREATE ACTION-ORIENTED

SOLUTIONS WITH STUDENT INPUT



MAKE INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION

ACCESSIBLE TO THE STUDENT BODY

Our campus is home to many different types of students including

transfers, off-campus students, students in the Freshman Connection

program, and more. Though most of us are typical traditional students we

also serve veterans, parenting, pregnant students and more. This is a small

list of our differing non-traditional students who do not get to have a

traditional college experience but deserve just as much support from the

university. We will work to create a more supportive environment for

these students, including the possibility of liaisons to serve as their

speakers. Our listening sessions will also be helpful, non-traditional

students will be encouraged to speak to us about what they need from us.

The hope is to turn these sessions into action-oriented plans.

SERVE NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS

Release weekly newsletters/statements that include what each committee,

legislator, and cabinet member are working on/working towards within

their respective fields. Within this newsletter, we can leave space/create

a space where students are welcome to ask questions and interact with us.

What this will allow us to do is increase communication between SGA and

the student body while also opening SGA up to more people. This will also

work to keep us accountable as a campaign to our promises, consistent

and constant communication will serve to keep our constituents informed.



PROVIDE EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION

OF VULNERABLE STUDENTS

As fortunate as we are to house an extremely diverse group of

students on our campus, this comes with the unfortunate reality

that some of our students are in vulnerable positions, including

our undocumented students. We plan on creating an

Undocumented Student Coordinator within the SGA so that there

is a space where undocumented students are able to have their

voices heard. Additionally, our campus houses students of

different socioeconomic backgrounds who are just as capable of

succeeding in higher education but may not have the means to

support themselves. We will work to partner with GRE, LSAT and

MCAT services to give students affordable studying solutions for

any post-grad opportunities. Vulnerable students take form in

different ways, we hope that our active listening sessions will

allow us to bring more solutions to their needs.


